KIOSK & TABLET TRAINING

FRONTLINE TRAINING SOLUTIONS
The Kiosk & Tablet are frontline forensic tools designed for users where mobile data recovery is just one part of their responsibilities. These tools are our easiest to use mobile forensic solutions with a simplified user interface, nevertheless correct training is still essential so that users can confidently explain their actions in a court of law.

Recent legal challenges have demonstrated that the need for effective training of personnel is critical so that they can explain the technology in court. Hard won evidence can easily be rejected simply due to the inability of the witness to effectively explain the extraction process and fundamentals of mobile device forensics. This is where formal training will pay dividends ensuring that staff know how to use the equipment to the best of their abilities.

WORKFLOW PROCESS SETUP
We offer training on the Kiosk & Tablet for both standard users and also Administrators to ensure that you maximize your return on investment. A typical training course would cover a 2 day period with day 1 dedicated to the set up and workflows tailored to the needs of the organization, along with training of the Administrators. Day 2 of the course then delivers the core training on mobile forensics knowledge to standard users.

Our trainers are hand picked for their professionalism and experience with mobile forensics and will be able to guide you through the training process to ensure the entire team of users benefits from their training.

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER
If your organization envisions a large scale roll-out of the Kiosk or Tablet then consider our Train-the-Trainer options. We can provide you with a fully flexible onsite training program for your nominated training staff to allow delivery on demand.

Contact training@msab.com to book training!

"Mobile device forensics is a science. No matter how easy to use the tool makes things for the operator, the user still needs to understand what the equipment is doing and more importantly why. Evidence requires explanation."
Quote from Training Director, MSAB